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1. System Connection

RAEM1-6 can be used as two different systems, one is as a IoT remote unattended acoustic emission

monitoring system, and the other can be used as a desktop type acoustic emission detector.

Fig. 1-1 RAEM1-6 Desktop Type Connection Diagram

Fig. 1-2 RAEM1-6 IoT Remote Connection Diagram
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1.1. Hardware Connection

RAEM1-6 Sensor Coaxial Cable

Power adapter 4G antenna Synchronous cascade cable

Fig. 1-3 RAEM1-6 System Hardware Set

Fig. 1-4 RAEM1-6 Front Panel

Fig. 1-5 RAEM1-6 Rear Panel
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1) Read the RAEM1-6 case label to figure out the matching power adaptor and sensor specs. The input

power supply to the RAEM1-6 should be 12V/5A. The sensor type is normally the integral sensor with

built-in preamplifier. The preamp voltage is supplied by RAEM1-6 and can be 5V, 12V or 28V. The

analog filters in RAEM1-6 also require the sensor frequency range to match. If mismatching the sensor

type, it may cause some damages on the sensor or not fully functioning. So please pay attention to the

case side label.

2) Connect the power adapter to the power port of RAEM1-6. The other end of the power adapter is

connected to the electric supply.

3) Connect the sensor to the sensor connector of RAEM1-6 with coaxial cable. The sensor is recommended

to be integral preamp model. If no integral preamp sensor is selected, connect the sensor to the

external preamp, and then connect the preamp to the sensor port of RAEM1-6. Also, ensure that the

power supply voltage of the preamp is consistent with the output voltage of RAEM1-6. Check the label

on the side of the device to determine the sensor frequency range and preamp supply voltage.

4) Turn on the RAEM1-6 power switch and wait until the power light is steady on and the RUN light

flashes.

5) Users can further connect and use the software according to the test purpose and communication

method.

Sensor：5V/40kHz

Host model：1-6

Wi-Fi：RAEM1-5V-1

Wi-Fi/IP：192.168.0.1

Preamp voltage/center freq.
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2. RAEM1-6 Desktop Type Detector Connection

2.1. Ethernet Connection

Fig. 2-1 Connecting a network cable to a RAEM1-6 desktop detector

RAEM1-6 can be directly connected to a PC for configuration and data collection using Ethernet. For a

single RAEM1-6, connect the cable port at the back of the RAEM1-6 to the computer cable port using a

network cable.

If multiple RAEM1-6 networks need to be connected at the same time, RAEM1-6 networking is required.

Connect these RAEM1-6 to a switch/router with a network cable, and then connect the switch/router to the

computer with a network cable. Multiple RAEM1-6 networking also requires clock synchronization by

connecting multiple RAEM1-6 in series with cascades. Each RAEM1-6 has two clock synchronization ports.

Connect one end of the cascading cable to any clock synchronization port of RAEM1-6, and connect the

other end of the cascading cable to any clock synchronization port of another RAEM1-6 to cascade the two

RAEM1-6. If so, cascade all required RAEM1-6 in series.

Before delivery, the master/slave mode of the channel is set for clock synchronization. Users do not

need to perform operations. Generally, only one channel of each RAEM1-6 is set as the master, and the

others are slave. If multiple RAEM1-6 are cascaded, only one channel (which can be any channel) is kept

as the master, and all the other channels are changed to the slave.
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Fig. 2-2 Network connection of a RAEM1-6 desktop monitor

2.1.1. Computer Ethernet Properties Configuration

If this is the first time for the computer to connect to the device, you need to set the Ethernet

configuration item for the computer.

RAEM1-6 Ethernet IP address of each channel is 192.168.0.XXX. For example, 192.168.0.101 goes up to

192.168.0.106. Therefore, it is necessary to configure the Ethernet of the computer into the corresponding

network segment and appropriate mode. You can configure Ethernet attributes in the following ways:

 Configuration 100M Ethernet full-duplex mode: open the computer control panel > > network

and Internet > > network connections, double-click the Ethernet, the following window pop up. Click

"Configuration" >> "Advanced", find "Speed and Duplex" in "Properties", then select "100 Mbps full duplex".

Click OK.
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 IPV4 addresses to configure Ethernet 192.168.0. XX segment: in the "Ethernet properties"

window, double-click the "Internet protocol version 4 (TCP/IPV4)", and then in the pop-up window, click on

the "use the following IP address:". Then enter the IP address "192.168.0. XX" (XX indicates that it can be any

number). The subnet mask is 255.255.255.0. The default gateway is 192.168.0.1. Click OK.

Fig. 2-3 Setting the Ethernet full-duplex mode

Fig. 2-4 Setting the Ethernet network segment
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2.2. WIFI connection

Fig. 2-5 Wi-Fi connection for a single RAEM1-6 desktop monitor

RAEM1-6 can be directly connected to a PC through its built-in Wi-Fi signal. You are advised to use it

only for parameter setting. Open the Wi-Fi list of your computer, and find the Wi-Fi with the same name as

the Wi-Fi on the side TAB of RAEM1-6 to connect. After the connection is successful, all channels of

RAEM1-6 are displayed on the configuration software. If the connection fails, try moving the computer closer

to RAEM1-6.

If you need to connect multiple RAEM1-6 using Wi-Fi, you need to use RAEM1-6 networking. Connect

the RAEM1-6 to a Wi-Fi router with a network cable, and then connect the computer to the router over

Wi-Fi.

Fig. 2-6 Wi-Fi network of RAEM1-6 desktop detector
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Fig. 2-7 Wi-Fi networking for RAEM1-6 desktop monitor

The Wi-Fi router also needs to be configured. The router must be configured as network segment

192.168.0.xxx, and the router must be set to automatically assign IP addresses to devices. After the

connection is successful, all the channels connected to the router can be seen on the configuration software.

Multiple RAEM1-6 networks also require clock synchronization by connecting multiple RAEM1-6 in

series with cascades. Each RAEM1-6 has two clock synchronization interfaces. Connect one end of the

cascading cable to any clock synchronization interface of RAEM1-6, and connect the other end of the

cascading cable to any clock synchronization interface of another RAEM1-6 to cascade the two RAEM1-6. If

so, cascade all required RAEM1-6 in series.

Before delivery, the master/slave mode of the channel is set for clock time synchronization. Users do not

need to perform operations. Generally, only one channel of each RAEM1-6 is set as the master, and the

others are slave. If multiple RAEM1-6 are cascaded, only one channel (which can be any channel) is kept as

the master, and all the other channels are changed to the slave.
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2.3. RAEM1 Configuration Software Operation Guide

2.3.1. Basic Software Settings

To use RAEM1 Configuration software, the firewall function and the WLAN function on the

computer must be turned off. The following is to turn off the firewall.

1 Open “Windows Defender Firewall with Advanced Security”;

2 Click “Windows Defender Firewall Properties”;

3 In the “Domain Profile” tab, change the “Firewall state” from “On” to “Off”.

4 Change the “Firewall state” to “Off” in the “Private Profile” and “Public Profile” tabs as well. Then

click “OK” to take effect.

Fig. 2-8 Disabling the firewall

Decompress and open the compressed RAEM1 Configuration software package. Double click to run the

“RAEM1.exe” under the “RAEM1 Configuration x_x_x_x” folder, for example. There are 32-bit and 64-bit

software (labeled with “-x64”) available. Choose one that works on your environment.
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Fig. 2-9 RAEM1 Parameter configuration software executable file

The operation steps of RAEM1 Configuration software are:

1 Also, when the first time running, it might pop up a firewall warning window. It must check both the

private and the public network options and then click “Allow access”.

Fig. 2-10 Firewall Security Alert

2 The RAEM1 Configuration software main interface is as shown in Figure 4-4. It mainly consists of

two big parts, the Device Configuration Information on the left window and the Device List including all the

connectable devices on the right. The tabs of different pages are on top of the device configuration
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information window. Click on the tabs to switch to different pages. On top of the device list on the right

shows the current selected device IP. All the device information on the left window is from this current IP

device. The “Set Device” button on the top right corner is to send the configuration information to the

selected devices. Normally once the configurations are sent to the devices, it will take effects immediately,

except for some settings with the “Modify” buttons next to them. On the bottom left corner there are two

buttons, “File Convert” and “Other”. In the “Device Information” page, it shows the device firmware version

and the sampling status on the bottom left corner of the device information window.

Fig. 2-11 RAEM1 Configuration Main Interface

3 The software will automatically identify and list RAEM1 series devices that can be connected in the

current network environment, including Wi-Fi and Ethernet connection modes. If the device cannot be

detected or is successfully connected to the required device, check that the running indicator of the device is

blinking properly. If the network cable is connected to the PC, ensure that the Ethernet configuration is

correct. If a router is connected, rectify the faults one by one. If the IP address and ID in the device list are

displayed in red, the device is offline and disconnected from the software. You need to locate the cause of

the disconnection.
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Fig. 2-12 RAEM1 Configuration Tool Device Offline

4 If you want to change the configuration settings, please first check the checkbox of the devices you

want to update before modifying the settings in the left window. Click “Set Device” after modifications. Then

the configuration settings will be updated to the checked RAEM1s and take effects immediately. When

multiple RAEM1s are selected, all the configuration settings in the left window (except for the Device

Information page, System Settings page and part of the Network Settings page) are updated to the

selected devices for batch operations.

5 The buttons in the “System Setting" page (see the red rectangle below) only take effects on the

current selected device (see the “Current” IP on the top right corner), no matter it is checked in the checkbox

or not. If you want the batch operation of those button functions to multiple RAEM1s, you can right click on

the device list to select the batch function in the context menu after selecting multiple RAEM1s to be

updated.

Fig. 2-13 RAEM1 Configuration Software System setting buttons
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6 In the device list, right click to show the context menu. The context menu is only effective on the

selected devices in the list.

 Start sampling: send command to the device to require the device to start collecting;

 Stop sampling: send command to the device to stop it from collecting data;

 Calibrate device time: apply the current PC time to the device;

 Reread device info: read the device settings information again, whether it is checked or not;

 Reboot device: make the device restart;

 Firmware file upload: used to update the device firmware. It can choose one or multiple files at the
same time (maximum 20 files at a time).

 AST check: this function is exclusive for certain type of RAEM1. It requires two sensors for Auto Sensor
Test (AST) check. The device sends out the excitation signal to the transmitter sensor to generate the
acoustic waves and the receiver sensor collects the acoustic signals. Based on the receiving signals, it
can test out how the sensor sensitivity and coupling status.

 Enter sleep mode: by enabling the sleep mode, it stops acquisition, transmission and communication to
save power. But be careful with this function because it may require some efforts to wake up the device.

Fig. 2-14 RAEM1 Configuration Software context menu

7 In the “Network Settings” page, the “Modify” button is only to modify the current selected

RAEM1’s configurations, for example Ethernet setting, and System settings. After changing the values in

those frames, click “Modify” buttons to pop out the window as Figure 2-15. Click the “Setup” button to send

the device. No need to click “Set Device” button after.
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Fig. 2-15 RAEM1 Configuration Software “Modify” button

Fig. 2-16 RAEM1 Configuration Software “Modify” Confirmation window

2.3.2. Configuration Software Data Query

Under System Settings, click Data Query to access the real-time data page. You can view the reported

value of the current data, which is updated once 1 second by default.

The File View function of the RAEM1 configuration software can obtain the data stored locally by

RAEM1-6. It also supports downloading and format conversion. For details, see Chapter 3.3.6 of the M1-6
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User’s Manual Operation Guide. The following is a brief introduction to the software file function.

Click the "File View" to switch to the device's file view.

Fig. 2-17 Real-time data query

Fig. 2-18 RAEM1 Parameter sets the File View bar of the software

You can download, delete, convert to CSV format, convert to U3H format, and refresh the list.

Right-click the menu, you can:

 Download selected files. Only the selected files in the list will be downloaded.

 Download all files. Download all the files in the list.
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 Delete selected files. Deletes selected files from the device.

 Delete all files. Delete all files from the device.

 Convert to CSV format. Convert the selected files in the list to CSV format. One file in the list is

converted to one CSV file. But if the number of data is greater than 830,000, it will be stored as multiple files.

 Merge multiple files and convert to CSV format. The selected files are converted and stored in a

single file. The premise is to accommodate, if the number of data is greater than 830,000, it will also be

stored as multiple files.

 Convert to U3H format. Convert the selected file in the list to U3H format, and convert a file in the

list to one U3H file. If multiple files are selected at the same time, multiple U3H format files will also be

generated.

 Merge multiple files and convert to U3H format. Convert the selected file to a U3H format file. If

you want to convert all files, press Ctrl + A, first make the list of files select all, and then select Convert.

 U3H conversion Settings.

Fig. 2-19 RAEM1 Parameter setting Software converts U3H Settings

 Refresh file list: If the file list is still being updated, the above features will be disabled.

Press “Ctrl + A” to select all files. When using the mouse to drag and select multiple files, please make

sure the mouse is in the file name column, not the empty column of the list.
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2.4. Online Data Collection by SWAE Software

Our SWAE software can be used to connect RAEM1 for online collection, including real-time display of

parameters and waveform. Install the SWAE software package and install the software. Connect RAEM1-6 to

the PC and configure the PC, hardware, and software Settings. When Raem1-6 is running the collection, the

real-time collection can be started.

 Supported connection method：Ethernet connection, or Wi-Fi connection

 SWAE Version [Windows]: setup_x64 V4.6.25.67.exe

Remarks: attention when using SWAEonline acquisition, it is necessary to close the firewall:

 ① Open Windows Defender Firewall with Advanced Security.
 ② Open "Windows Defender Firewall Properties";
 ③ In the domain profile, change Firewall status to Off.
 ④ Repeat Step 3 under Private Profile and Public Profile.
 ⑤ Click "OK".

Fig. 2-20 Disabling the firewall

Follow these steps to connect RAEM1-6 to the software for use:
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(1) Connect RAEM1-6 devices according to the Ethernet connection method described in Chapter 3.1 or

Wi-Fi connection method described in Chapter 3.2. You can choose single direct connection or

multi-device networking. However, please note that for the Wi-Fi direct connection of a single

RAEM1-6, due to the transmission rate and stability, it is recommended that this mode only be used

with the parameter configuration software.

(2) By default, RAEM1-6 supports SWAE online transmission on one network segment, that is, 192.168.0.xxx.

If they are already connected via a network cable or Wi-Fi router, Windows users can tap the network

button at the bottom right of the screen and view the network properties of the connection. Check

whether the IP address of the connected computer is on the target network segment 192.168.0.xxx, and

note down xxx.

(3) RAEM1-6 needs to be set in RAEM1 configuration software to send data to the specified computer. In

the device list, select the channel that you want to send data to the SWAE software. On the Storage

Settings page, disable Save Waveform, Save Parameters, and Upload original data. Send U3H

software "Enable and enable" send waveform "and" send parameter "data. IP Address type "Select"

Enter IP ", and then enter the computer IP address found in the previous step into "PC address", so that

RAEM1-6 will send the data to the specified computer. Caution Ensure that the IP address of RAEM1-6

and the target IP address of the PC are on the same network segment. Fill in the port number truthfully.

Then click the "Settings" button in the upper right corner of the configuration software to send the

above changed Settings to the selected channel of RAEM1-6. Close the configuration software.

Note: Turn off local waveform and parameter saving because local SD card saving may slow down

sending data to SWAE and cause data loss. As long as the waveform and parameters sent to the SWAE

are enabled, all the original data will be sent to the SWAE, and then saved in the U3H format.

(4) The SWAE software needs to be installed. If the computer has a regular version of the SWAE software,

you need to completely uninstall the regular version of the SWAE software before installing the SWAE

software. After the software is installed, start the software, click "Hardware and Sample", and click

"Sample Settings".

1 IP Address: specifies the IP address of the target PC. This parameter is the same as IP address in

Send U3H Server in the previous step. You can also click "... "on the right. Get the current computer IP

address.
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2 Port number: The port number is the same as that set in "Send U3H Server" in RAEM1-6.

3 Sampling speed: consistent with the sampling speed set by RAEM1-6

4 Sampling length: only related to the display in U3H, it is recommended to set the value equal to

RAEM1-6 sampling rate multiplied by EET

Click the "Add" button, and the pop-up window will set the device number and channel number

- Device number: Enter the last four digits of the RAEM1 device number as follows

- Channel number: Manually define the channel number, which is defined as 1 in ascending order

Fig. 2-20 Viewing the connected network address
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Fig. 2-21 Setting the target IP address of the PC in RAEM1 Configuration software

Fig. 2-22 U3H software sample Settings

Fig. 2-23 Change Add collection Settings

(5) Click "Save" and click "Sample" button
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Fig. 2-24 Sample interface

(6) Define the data saving path: save the data sent by RAEM1-6 into U3H software format (. pra and. aed)

Fig. 2-25 Save path for the collection file

(7) Starting Sample will have a network matching process ranging from 1-30s, and parameters and

waveforms can be observed to be sent online. Generally, the waveform will appear first, and then wait 3

seconds for the parameters to appear.

Fig. 2-26 Parameter table data
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(8) When the mouse scrolls over the waveform view, the channel number will be changed:

Fig. 2-27 Waveform view

For details, see Chapter 3.4 of the User manual. By default, the data is in the form of (.pra) and (.aed). All

parameters and waveforms transmitted from the click of the "Collect" button are saved.

3. RAEM1-6 IoT Monitoring System Operation Guide

Fig. 3-1 Connecting the RAEM1-6 monitoring system
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In addition to the function of detector, RAEM1-6 can also be used as monitoring equipment, namely,

RAEM1-6 sound wave (acoustic emission) monitoring system. Data can be uploaded to various cloud

platforms through existing Ethernet and Wi-Fi communication or upgrading 4G or other communication

methods to realize long-term unattended monitoring of monitoring/detection objects in the Internet of

Things. Provide flexible alarm threshold Settings, can actively push the alarm information to the client mobile

phone.

Now connect the hardware as required. After completion, start RAEM1-6, and you can start the

operation after logging in to the QingCheng IoT could platform.

The Internet of Things cloud can be the Qingcheng Internet of Things cloud platform independently

developed by Qingcheng, or it can be Ali Cloud, or Amazon AWS, or users can put forward other client cloud

requirements. This manual mainly describes how to use Qingcheng IoT cloud platform and Ali Cloud

platform.

3.1. 4G network connection

RAEM1-6 can use 4G Internet of Things network card to connect to cloud server directly through mobile

Internet for parameter configuration, data transmission, display analysis and other purposes.

A single RAEM1-6 can directly connect to the cloud through its built-in 4G module. You need to

connect a 4G antenna and plug in an Internet of Things card. After the hardware connection is complete,

start RAEM1-6 to log in to the cloud server and start operations.

The IoT card slot is on the back of the RAEM1-6. Generally, the factory does not provide IoT card.

Customers need to buy their own IoT cards can be wireless mobile cards of any carrier, 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G

networks, standard (Mini-SIM) SIM card size. The Internet of Things network card can be inserted to use.

Note that the metal chip is inserted face down. Because the slot is relatively inward, a thin pen or other

similar object is needed to insert or remove it. To insert, push the IoT card in until the card is locked in the

slot. To remove, push the card inward with the pen, and the card will be ejected.
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Fig. 3-2 RAEM1-6 Connecting to the cloud over 4G

Fig. 3-3 RAEM1-6 Network adapter and card slot for the Internet of Things

If multiple RAEM1-6 are used and connected to the cloud via 4G networks, clock synchronization is also

required. It is only necessary to connect all RAEM1-6 in series with a cascade cable. Each RAEM1-6 has two

clock synchronization interfaces. Connect one end of the cascading cable to any clock synchronization

interface of RAEM1-6, and connect the other end of the cascading cable to any clock synchronization

interface of another RAEM1-6 to cascade the two RAEM1-6. If so, cascade all required RAEM1-6 in series.

Before delivery, the master/slave mode of the channel is set for clock synchronization. Users do not

need to perform operations.
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Fig. 3-4 RAEM1-6 on the 4G network

3.2. Wi-Fi Network connection

RAEM1-6 can also use a wireless network gateway to connect to the cloud server for parameter

configuration, data transmission, display and analysis, such as Wi-Fi router. The following example uses a

Wi-Fi router as an example.

A single RAEM1-6 as a monitoring system can be connected to the Internet through a router. Connect

RAEM1-6 to the Wi-Fi router with network cable first. Then the router connects to the Internet. Log in the IoT

cloud platform. In this case, the Wi-Fi router also needs to be configured. The router must be configured as

network segment 0, that is, 192.168.0.xxx, and the router must be set to automatically assign IP

addresses to devices. After the connection is successful, you can directly access the Internet to view devices

and start operations on the cloud platform of the Internet of Things. If your computer is on the same Wi-Fi

router as RAEM1-6, you can also use the RAEM1 Configuration Software (see Section 3.3) for local

configuration and simple debugging.
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Fig. 3-5 Connecting to the cloud center through the gateway

If multiple RAEM1-6 networks are required to be used as monitoring systems, first connect these

RAEM1-6 to Wi-Fi routers with network cables, and then connect the routers to the Internet. Log in the IoT

cloud platform. The Wi-Fi router also needs to be configured. The router must be configured as network

segment 0, that is, 192.168.0.xxx, and the router must be set to automatically assign IP addresses to

devices. After the connection is successful, you can directly access the Internet to view devices and start

operations on the cloud platform of the Internet of Things. If your computer is on the same Wi-Fi router as

RAEM1-6, you can also use the RAEM1 Configuration software (see Section 3.3) for local batch multiple

configurations and simple debugging.

Multiple RAEM1-6 networks also require clock synchronization by connecting multiple RAEM1-6 in

series with cascade cable. Each RAEM1-6 has two clock synchronization interfaces. Connect one end of the

cascading cable to any clock synchronization interface of RAEM1-6, and connect the other end of the

cascading cable to any clock synchronization interface of another RAEM1-6 to cascade the two RAEM1-6. If

so, cascade all required RAEM1-6 in series.

Before delivery, the master/slave mode of the channel is set for clock synchronization. Users do not

need to perform operations. Generally, only one channel of each RAEM1-6 is set as the host, and the others

are slave. If multiple RAEM1-6 are cascaded, only one channel (which can be any channel) is kept as the host,

and all the other channels are changed to the slave.
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Fig. 3-6 Networking of RAEM1-6 through the gateway

3.3. Qingcheng IoT Cloud Platform

Qingcheng Internet of Things Cloud Platform is a cloud platform developed by Qingcheng AE Institute

for our own Internet of Things acoustic emission products. Customers can log in to the platform to remotely

check and modify the device configurations in real time, as well as real-time display of AE waveform,

parameters, and the rating levels, alarms and reports, etc.

Log in to the Qingcheng IoT cloud platform (https://www.iot.ae-ndt.com/) and enter the user’s name

and password. At present, the cloud platform does not support users to register their own accounts. All

account registration needs to be operated through Qingcheng Company. Please contact us for user

registration and login information.
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Fig. 3-7 Qingcheng Internet of Things cloud platform login

After the login, the AE Device >> Device Management page is displayed by default. At the upper right

corner of the platform page, there are languages (Chinese/English) conversion and user interface and

password settings available.

Fig. 3-8 Device management of Qingcheng IoT cloud platform

The Device Management page lists all the IoT AE devices under this account. Users can search for

desired devices through different search items, such as Company, Product, Group, Gateway, Device No. or

Status to start filtering searches. The following table lists all devices on the current platform. From left to

right, Information, Company, Type, Status, and Action columns are displayed.

The orange configuration buttons below the search bar and above the table are bulk operation buttons.

First, select several devices you want to configure in the leftmost column of the table, and then click the

desired orange button. The corresponding configuration options will appear in the pop-up window. Double
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check the selected devices and set the configuration settings and click Submit button at the bottom. At this

time, the new configuration is sent to several selected devices at the same time and takes effect immediately.

Action in the rightmost column of the device list can be used to open some pages related to the device:

 Edit: edit the device’s remarks, product type, company, group, connect server, type and other basic

information.

 Delete: remove the device with all related information.

 Details: check the current state of the data of the device, which is "Data monitoring" under the

“Device management” bar on the left section. The chart shows the correlation diagram of the

selected attributes (i.e., parameter, by default AMP is selected) and the time.

 Refresh Config: reread the current configurations of the device.

 Wire Break Rate Config: configure the settings for the bridge suspension cable rope wire break

rate monitored by the device. (Enable it when the device monitors the bridge cable rope wire

breaks)

 Data Manage: to delete a time period of data. Each account has a specific storage capacity, and no

more data can be stored if the capacity is full.

 Parameter Config: view and modify the configurations of the device. After submission, the new

configurations will be sent to the device in real time and it takes effect immediately.

 Rating Config: view and modify the rating functions and configurations. After submission, the

configurations will be sent to the device in real time and it takes effect immediately.

 Timing Config: set the timing sampling configurations of the device. After submission, the

configurations will be sent to the device in real time and it takes effect immediately.

 Reboot: reboot the device remotely.

 Firmware Upgrade: by clicking on this button, the device will automatically download and upgrade

to the most up-to-date firmware available online. After the upgrade is completed, the device

automatically restarts. Please wait until the device completes the whole reboot process before

performing any further operations.

 Device Alarm: set the alarm trigger criteria and alarm reporting methods.

 Wire Break Alarm: set the bridge wire break alarm reporting method and frequency. (Used when

the device monitors the bridge wire break rate).

Please refer to Chapter 4.3 of the M1-6 User’s Manual Operation Guide for detailed introduction of
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Qingcheng Internet of Things cloud platform.

The "Auxiliary Tools" includes the Downloads function, which can package and download the

uploaded data packets of the device on the cloud platform. Users need to enable the data upload function to

the cloud and specify the uploading data types in order to receive desired data on the cloud. Configure the

data uploading setting in Device Management >> Parameter Config. >> “Enable Sending Parameters”

and “Enable Sending Waves”. Only when the data is uploaded to the cloud, you can download the data on

the Downloads page.

Before downloading, first it needs to package the device's data in a zip file. Select the device name and

data time range. Click “Search” to find if there are existing data packs. If not, click “+Zip” to create a new

data package. Once the data is packaged and completed, the data packs will be shown in the table of the

Downloads page. The table shows the device number, file name, file size, the time labels of the package,

status and the operation buttons.

Fig. 3-9 Cloud platform data packaging

Fig. 3-10 Cloud platform data packaging Settings
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4. Data Format Conversion

The format of RAEM1-6 data needs to be converted before in-depth data analysis can be carried out on

Qingcheng U3H software or other third-party data analysis software. Currently, there is no software for direct

analysis and display of RAEM1-6 data.

The data generated by RAEM1-6 can be converted using our format conversion software "RAE1toU3H"

(you can also open the software through the "File Conversion" button in the lower left corner of RAEM1

configuration tool software). The "File View" page of the RAEM1 configuration tool allows you to download

data and convert formats at the same time, as detailed in Chapter 3.3 of the M1-6 User’s Manual

Operation Guide.

The converted files (. pra and. aed) can be opened and analyzed in U3H software. For details about how

to use 3H software, please contact our company to obtain the U3H software manual. It can also be converted

to CSV format for third-party software analysis. Conversion software supports multi-channel conversion.

1）After the conversion is complete, the corresponding U3H files (. pra and. aed), which can be
imported into our SWAE host computer for analysis:

Fig. 4-1 3H data is generated after conversion

2） If you want to convert to CSV format, click "▼" next to "Convert U3H" and click "Convert CSV file."

After the conversion is complete, you can view the corresponding CSV file in the corresponding

directory. The generated CSV file has the prefix RAE1. The first column of the CSV file is the time and

the second column is the waveform (the voltage value at each collection point). When the generated

CSV file exceeds about 800,000 lines, another new CSV file is automatically generated.
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Fig. 4-2 Converting RAE1ToU3H to CSV button

Fig. 4-3 CSV file generated after conversion
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Fig. 4-4 CSV file format
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